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ABSTRACT: The straightforward synthesis of ultrathin low
dielectric constant insulating polymer layers from four cyclic
organosilicon monomers (i.e., two organocyclosiloxanes and two
organocyclosilazanes) by atmospheric pressure plasma-initiated
chemical vapor deposition (AP-PiCVD) is demonstrated. The
combination of ultrashort plasma pulses (ca. 100 ns), as
polymerization initiator, with long plasma oﬀ-times (10 ms),
yields the formation of atomically smooth and conformal polymer
layers with excellent insulating properties. Leakage current
densities of 10−9 A cm−2 are measured for ﬁlm thicknesses as
low as 12 nm. Low dielectric constants are obtained because of
the retention of the cyclic structure of the monomers during the deposition. The polymer layers prepared from 1,3,5,7tetramethyl-1,3,5,7-tetravinylcyclotrisiloxane display the lowest dielectric constant (k = 2.8). The present study demonstrates
the ability to vary the dielectric constant of as-deposited polymer layers by varying the monomer bonds, i.e., siloxane and
silazane, as well as their ring size.
KEYWORDS: low dielectric constant polymer, polymer dielectric, polymer thin ﬁlm, atmospheric plasma CVD,
plasma-initiated chemical vapor deposition (PiCVD)

■

INTRODUCTION
Dielectric polymers are lightweight materials that have
attracted a huge interest in electrical and electronic
applications because of their insulating properties, chemical
resistance, and mechanical ﬂexibility.1 In particular, dielectric
polymer layers have been integrated into various microelectronic devices, including ﬂexible displays2 and sensors.2
Integrated into organic ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors (OFETs) as a
gate dielectric, the capacitance (Ci) of these dielectric polymer
layers must be kept high enough to ensure a low power
operation of the devices.2 This requirement can be addressed
by using polymers with high dielectric constant (denoted εr or
k). High-k polymers have a low dielectric strength, and thick
layers are typically required to prevent high leakage current,
ultimately leading to an increase of the power consumption.3,4
Another strategy is to downscale the thickness of low-k
polymer layers.5,6 The Clausius−Mossotti relation states7
εr − 1
N
=
α
3ε0
εr + 2

polarizability, which is the sum of the electronic, ionic (also
referred to as the distortion8 or atomic7 polarization), and
orientation (or dipolar8) polarizations. Thus, the dielectric
constant of polymers can be lowered by doping silicon dioxide
using less polarizable bonds, e.g., Si−CH or silicon oxycarbides,8 and/or decreasing the density (N) via subtractive or
constitutive porosities.8,9
Solution-based deposition methods, e.g., spin-coating, are
broadly employed to deposit low-k polymers in thin ﬁlm form
and are often combined with a thermal curing step to remove
the residual solvent.1,3 Complications appear with the
solubility of these polymer layers requiring the use of a
cross-linker to prevent a detrimental swelling and implying the
use of an orthogonal solvent with underlying layers. Plasmabased processes, broadly used in the microelectronics
industry,9 provide an excellent alternative for the deposition
of a wide variety of thin ﬁlms at both low temperature10 and
atmospheric pressure (AP).10 A plethora of studies have
already reported the plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
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where εr is the material dielectric constant, N is the number of
molecules (dipoles) per unit volume (density), and α is the
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deposition (PECVD) of low-k thin ﬁlms.10,11 The PECVD of
low-k thin ﬁlms relies on four strategies, i.e., porogen
approach,12 foaming approach,13 cyclic precursor approach,14
and carbon-bridging approach,15 that can be used separately or
combined.14 The two ﬁrst approaches aim at forming
subtractive porosities by thermal,11 UV, or plasma posttreatments.16 In addition to the multiplication of the
processing steps, subtractive porosity strategies are detrimental
to the mechanical properties of the ﬁlms.16 On the other hand,
constitutive porosity approaches mainly rely on the use of
cyclic precursors, e.g., decamethylcyclopentasiloxane (D5),14
for which a high degree of retention of the ring structure is
ensured under mild or pulsed plasma conditions.15 Nevertheless, minimizing the highly reactive and nonspeciﬁc nature
of plasma to protect the ring structure of cyclic siloxanes also
implies a lower degree of cross-linking of the ﬁlms.17 The
network connectivity of the ﬁlms can be increased by
introducing carbon-bridging groups.9 Notably, the use of
cyclic siloxanes bearing polymerizable pendant groups, e.g.,
1,3,5-trimethyl-1,3,5-trivinylcyclotrisiloxane (V3D3)15 and
1,3,5,7-tetramethyl-1,3,5,7-tetravinylcyclotrisiloxane
(V4D4),18 promotes a better retention of the ring structure
while ensuring the formation of highly cross-linked networks.15,18 In recent years, the low-pressure-initiated chemical
vapor deposition (iCVD) of vinyl-containing cyclosiloxanes
has been reported as a convenient alternative to the PECVD
approach.19 iCVD, which can produce ultrathin and conformal
polymer insulating layers,19 is particularly suitable for the
preparation of ﬂexible ﬁeld-eﬀect transistors for low-power soft
electronics.4,5
However, plasma-based processes still possess signiﬁcant
advantages over iCVD since PECVD can be operated at
atmospheric pressure.10 Moreover, atmospheric plasmas can be
implemented as a microplasma torch for the localized
deposition and patterning of functional thin ﬁlms,10,20 which
is particularly relevant to the preparation of semitransparent
micro solar cells. Among the developed materials, transparent
conductive thin ﬁlms,21 crystalline oxide semiconductor thin
ﬁlms,10,22 and metallic contacts10,23 can all be formed at low
temperature on paper23 or polymers substrates by using
atmospheric plasmas.21,22 Dielectric layers can also be prepared
by using atmospheric plasmas;24 however, the preparation of
ultrathin organic layers with good insulating properties remains
a challenge due to the reactivity of plasmas that alters the
chemical structure of the monomers and induces particle
formation.14,15 Very recently, the combination of ultrashort
plasma pulses (ca. 100 ns) with plasma oﬀ-times in the range
of the free-radical polymerization lifetime (e.g., 1−100 ms) was
demonstrated to yield conformal conventional polymer layers
under atmospheric pressure conditions.25,26 The method,
called plasma-initiated chemical vapor deposition, has already
been exploited for the atmospheric-pressure deposition of
conformal ﬁre-retardant polymer layers on textile,27 thermoresponsive copolymer layers,28 and functional polymer layers on
3D substrates for immobilization of biomolecules.29 The
present work aims at investigating further the capabilities of
AP-PiCVD in the perspective to extend its range of
applications to microelectronics. In particular, this work
investigates the ability to form polymer layers with tunable k
value by AP-PiCVD. With the objective to decrease of the
power consumption of future microelectronic devices, the
down-scalability of the dielectric properties of the AP-PiCVD
layers is assessed. For the ﬁrst time, we report the atmospheric-

pressure deposition of atomically smooth, conformal, and
ultrathin low-k polymer insulating layers from a dry process.
The excellent down-scalability of the AP-PiCVD approach is
highlighted by the low-leakage current (ca. 10−9 A cm−2)
measured for a ﬁlm thickness as low as 12 nm. The high
retention of the monomer structure in AP-PiCVD allowed the
easy tuning of the k value from the careful selection of the
polarizability and ring size of the monomer.

■

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Materials and Substrates. The four investigated monomers, i.e.,
1,3,5-trimethyl-1,3,5-trivinylcyclotrisilazane (V3N3), 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl-1,3,5,7-tetramethylcyclotetrasilazane (V4N4), 1,3,5-trivinyl-1,3,5trimethylcyclotrisiloxane (V3D3), and 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl-1,3,5,7tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane (V4D4), were all purchased from
Fluorochem and used without any puriﬁcation. All depositions were
carried on intrinsic and highly boron doped (ρ = 0.01 ohm·cm)
polished silicon wafers (Siltronix, Archamps, France). Prior to each
experiment, the silicon wafers were treated using a 95%/5% argon/
oxygen plasma for 40 s. A high-resolution stationary manometer 42410 (Dwyer, IN) was used to determine the vapor pressure of V3D3,
V3N3, V4D4, and V4N4 at 20 °C.
AP-PiCVD of Polymer Layers. The thin ﬁlms were deposited by
using an open-air atmospheric-pressure dielectric barrier discharge
setup as previously described.25 The nanosecond discharges used to
initiate the free-radical polymerization of the selected vinylic
monomers were ignited by 1 μs square pulses of 6 kV produced by
an AHTPB10F generator from EFFITECH, allowing the generation
of ultrashort plasma discharges (ca. ton = 100 ns) at a discharge
frequency of 100 Hz (i.e., toff = 10 ms). The discharge gap was
maintained to 1 mm. Each monomer was directly delivered to the
deposition area by using a bubbler setup and argon (Air Liquide,
99.999%) as carrier gas. The ﬂow rate of the argon carrier gas was set
to 15 L min−1. The total gas ﬂow was maintained constant to 20 L
min−1 by using another argon source. To avoid O2 and N2
contamination, argon ﬂuxes were added on both sides of the
electrodes.
Thin Film Characterizations. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images were obtained by using a Hitachi SU-70 FE-SEM. To
avoid distortions due to the charge eﬀect, the samples were coated
with a 10 nm platinum ﬁlm prior to the SEM observations. Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images were obtained by using an Innova
instrument operating in tapping mode.
Chemical Characterizations. FTIR analyses of the resulting
ﬁlms were performed in reﬂection mode on Si wafers by using a
Bruker Hyperion 2000 spectrometer equipped with an ATR objective.
The spectra were obtained over a range of 650−4000 cm−1 with a
resolution of 4 cm−1. The monomer spectra were acquired with the
same FTIR spectrometer. XPS analyses (300 × 700 μm2) were
performed with a Kratos Axis Ultra DLD spectrometer using a
monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (hν = 1486.6 eV). A ﬂooding gun
was used to reduce charging eﬀect on the samples surface.
Photoelectrons emission were collected at 0° angle with respect to
the normal. The surface of the samples was precleaned by
bombardment with Ar+ ions (2 kV) and etched for 300 s, prior to
the collection of XPS data. Casa XPS software was used for chemical
quantiﬁcation and identiﬁcation.
Fabrication and Electrical Characterization of the Metal/
Insulator/Semiconductor Devices. The synthesized dielectric
polymer layers were sandwiched between a highly doped Si wafer
used as bottom electrode and a patterned gold layer as top electrode.
The patterned gold layers were formed by using shadow masks by
electron beam evaporation at a base pressure lower than 10−6 mbar.
Prior to gold evaporation, a thin layer of titanium (10 nm) was
evaporated on top of the AP-PiCVD layers to ensure the adhesion of
the gold layer (50 nm). Capacitance versus frequency (C−f)
characteristics of the metal/insulator/semiconductor (MIS) devices
were measured by using an impedance analyzer (IM 3570 HIOKI).
The C−f measurements were performed in a range of frequencies
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from 100 Hz to 1 MHz with an excitation level of 0.1 V. The J−V
characteristic measurements of the MIS devices were performed at
ambient atmosphere by using a Keithley 2614B instrument while the
voltage was from −20 to 20 V.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations. DFT calculations were performed by using the 4.0.1 program suite using the
HPC facilities of the University of Luxembourg.30,31 The hybrid
functional B3LYP was used for every calculation along with Ahlrichs’
basis set def2-TZVP and Weighend’s auxiliary basis set def2/J.32,33
The numerical chain of sphere approximation RIJCOSX and the
dispersion correction D3 were also applied in any instance.34,35 The
bond dissociation energies (BDE) of the investigated monomers were
calculated by using a previously reported method.26 Analytical
frequency calculations were performed for each fragment and
molecule to obtain their free enthalpy and to ensure the convergence
of the calculation. Because of the molecules’ symmetry, only a third
(for V3N3 and V3D3) and fourth (for V4N4 and V4D4) of the BDE
were calculated and reported.

layers and therefore yield a low dielectric constant according to
the Clausius−Mossotti equation (eq 1).7 Thus, the four
monomers, which diﬀer by their polarizability, i.e., diﬀerent
chemical bonds between the silazanes and siloxanes, and/or
their ring sizes (Figure 1), should yield diﬀerent dielectric
constants. The pore surface area of each siloxane and silazane
rings was determined in their most stable geometry by DFT
calculations. The silazane’s pores are roughly 6% larger than
the siloxane’s ones due to longer Si−N (174 pm) bonds in
comparison to Si−O (166 pm) bonds and lower Si−N−Si
(106−110° and 122−128°) angles in comparison to the Si−
O−Si (109−110° and 131−143°) angles. In a general manner,
the pore surface area increases by 40% when increasing the
ring members from six (i.e., V3D3 and V3N3) to eight (i.e.,
V4D4 and V4N4).
To initiate the free-radical polymerization of the selected
monomers, we employed 1 μs square-wave high-voltage pulses
(6 kV) to ignite an atmospheric-pressure dielectric barrier
discharge in argon (Figure 2a). Each high-voltage pulse

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
AP-PiCVD of Atomically Smooth and Conformal
Ultrathin Polymer Layers. To demonstrate our atmospheric-pressure chemical vapor deposition approach toward
the simultaneous synthesis and deposition of atomically
smooth, conformal, and ultrathin insulating polymer layers
with tunable dielectric properties, four diﬀerent cyclic
monomers were selected, i.e., two silazanes (1,3,5-trimethyl1,3,5-trivinylcyclotrisilazane (V3N3) and 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl1,3,5,7-tetramethylcyclotetrasilazane (V4N4)) as well as two
siloxanes (1,3,5-trivinyl-1,3,5-trimethylcyclotrisiloxane (V3D3)
and 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl-1,3,5,7-tetramethylcyclotetrasiloxane
(V4D4)). Brieﬂy, they are six- to eight-member silazane or
siloxane rings with three to four vinyl pendant groups,
respectively (Figure 1). The vinyl groups are a prerequisite
in AP-PiCVD, which relies on the free-radical polymerization
reaction.26,36 The cyclic structure of the selected monomers is
foreseen to provide a constitutive porosity to the polymer

Figure 2. (a) Scheme of the atmospheric-pressure plasma-initiated
chemical vapor deposition used for the preparation of atomically
smooth, conformal, and ultrathin low-k polymer insulating layers. (b)
Traces of the high-voltage pulse and current discharges.

generates two distinct current discharges (ca. 100 ns) at the
voltage rising and falling edges (Figure 2b). The repetition
frequency of the high-voltage pulses was set to 100 Hz. This
corresponds to a 10 ms plasma oﬀ-time, which is consistent
with the lifetime of the free-radical polymerization reaction of
vinyl compounds in AP-PiCVD.25,27,28,36
The AP-PiCVD reaction of the selected monomers leads to
the deposition of macroscopically smooth and defect-free thin
ﬁlms across the entire surface of the substrates, including 4 in.
silicon wafers. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations conﬁrmed that, irrespective of the monomers, smooth
and particle-free thin ﬁlms are formed over the whole surface
of the substrate (Supporting Information Figure S1). The
pinhole-free nature and low particulate density of the AP-

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the V3D3, V3N3, V4D4, and V4N4
monomers. The DFT calculated ring size of these cyclic monomers
ranges from 6.9 Å2 to 7.3, 10.0, and 10.2 Å2 for V3D3, V3N3, V4D4,
and V4N4, respectively.
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PiCVD thin ﬁlms are further conﬁrmed through atomic force
microscopy (AFM) investigations (Figure 3). More impor-

dimensional structures, which is very diﬃcult to achieve by
classical wet methods, is also highly desirable for the
preparation of functional devices, e.g., sensors 38 and
transistors.5
In addition to the atomically smooth and conformal nature
of the as-deposited layers, the AP-PiCVD process allowed their
rather fast and uniform deposition. Ellipsometry measurements
conﬁrmed that uniform thicknesses were achieved across the
whole length of the silicon substrates. The deposition rates
were evaluated to be 0.68, 0.70, 0.96, and 0.42 nm s−1 for the
V3D3, V3N3, V4D4, and V4N4 monomers, respectively
(Table 1). The monomer carrier gas ﬂow (15 slm), in which
Table 1. Vapor Pressure (Psat), Deposition Rate (DR), Pore
Size, and k Value of the V3D3, V3N3, V4D4, and V4N4
Monomers and Their Respective As-Deposited AP-PiCVD
Layers

Figure 3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images and root-meansquare roughness (Rq) of pV3D3 (d = 224 nm), pV4D4 (d = 168
nm), pV3N3 (d = 377 nm), and pV4N4 (d = 126.7 nm) coatings
prepared by AP-PiCVD. d is the thickness of the thin ﬁlms.

monomer

Psat (Torr)

V3D3
V3N3
V4D4
V4N4

3.33
>18
0.04
0.29

DR (nm s−1)

pore size (Å2)

±
±
±
±

6.9
7.3
10.0
10.2

0.69
0.70
0.96
0.42

0.09
0.04
0.04
0.04

k
3.6
4.2
2.8
3.7

±
±
±
±

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

the monomer partial pressure (PM) is approximately its vapor
pressure (Psat), and dilution ﬂow (5 slm) being identical for the
four monomers, the PM/Psat ratio was constant for all
monomers (in spite of their diﬀerent Psat).39 This approach
ensures comparable adsorption mechanisms that are known to
have a strong inﬂuence on the growth mechanisms in the APPiCVD process.26,36 The slight growth rate diﬀerences can be
attributed to diﬀerent polymerization rate parameters.36 First,
the diﬀerent Psat of the monomers (Table 1) for a constant PM/
Psat ratio implies diﬀerent monomer gas phase concentrations
that directly aﬀect the amount of initiating species [M•] and
the initiation rate Ri. One can also assume that the four
monomers possess diﬀerent propagation constants (kp) that
yield diﬀerent propagation rates (Rp). In other words, in a
process driven by surface reactions where a comparable
amount of monomer adsorbs [M]ad on the surface, the growth
rates are determined by the ability of the adsorbed monomer
to polymerize prior to its desorption.
The AP-PiCVD thin ﬁlms were soaked for 24 h in
diﬀerent solvents to investigate their chemical stability. After
24 h immersion in common polar solvents, i.e., acetone and
ethanol, the thickness of the layers was unaltered for the
pV4D4 and pV4N4 layers and only slightly reduced (ca. 8 to
20%) for the pV3D3 and pV3N3 layers (Table S1 and Figure
S2). More interestingly, the organosilicon layers retain their
atomically smooth nature with a Rq measured below 10 Å,
which is desirable for application in microelectronic. These
observations underline the excellent chemical stability of the
organosilicon layers and suggest the successful polymerization
of the vinyl pendant groups of studied monomers, yielding
highly cross-linked organosilicon networks.
Ultrathin Low-k Polymer Insulating Layer. A series of
metal/insulator/semiconductor (MIS) structures were fabricated to evaluate the dielectric properties of the as-deposited
polymer layers (Table S2). All the polymer layers deposited
from V3N3, V4D4, and V4N4 (pV3N3, pV4D4, and pV4N4)
were able to sustain a voltage up to 20 V without any
occurrence of an electrical breakdown, even for thicknesses as
low as 12 nm (Figure 5). Additional measurements performed

tantly, AFM highlights the atomically smooth nature of the APPiCVD thin ﬁlms with a root-mean-squared roughness (Rq)
measured below 7 Å, even for thicknesses higher than 300 nm
(Figure 3). Such low Rq values, similar to the ones measured
for the thin ﬁlms grown by low-pressure iCVD,37 make the
proposed AP-PiCVD approach highly suitable for OTFT
applications.2
SEM cross-sectional observation of the AP-PiCVD thin ﬁlms
deposited on a trenched wafer highlights their excellent
conformality with a dbottom/dtop and a dsidewall/dtop ratio close
to 100% and 63%, respectively (Figure 4). dtop, dsidewall, and
dbottom are the thicknesses at the top, sidewall, and bottom of
the trench, respectively. The conformal coverage of 3-

Figure 4. SEM cross-sectional image of 233 nm thick pV3N3 coating
on a 9 μm deep and 1.5 μm wide silicon trench structure.
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4−55 GΩ cm2 for diﬀerent pV3N3, pV4D4, and pV4N4 layers.
Taking into account the thickness of the polymer layers, these
eﬀective resistance values correspond to speciﬁc resistivities of
ρ = (4 ± 2) × 1015 Ω cm for pV4D4 and pV4N4 and slighly
higher values of 1016 Ω cm and more for pV3N3. Such
excellent insulation properties highlight the ability of our lowfrequency ultrashort plasma pulses approach, i.e., AP-PiCVD,
to produce insulating ultrathin dielectric layers under
atmospheric pressure conditions in an open-air reactor.
These excellent insulating properties were conﬁrmed with
leakage current densities (Ji) below 10−8 A cm−2 for the APPiCVD layers grown from V3N3, V4D4, and V4N4 (Figure
S3), making them attractive as gate dielectric polymers.
Surprisingly, an electrical breakdown, which is deﬁned as an
exponential increase of the leakage current density,2 was
observed for rather low electrical ﬁeld for the pV3D3 layers
(Figure S4). Indeed, for 23 nm thick pV3D3 layer, a voltage of
4.6 V yields to an abrupt increase of Ji, corresponding to a
breakdown electric ﬁeld (Eb) of 1.5 MV cm−1. This early
dielectric breakdown observed for the pV3D3 layers may ﬁnd
its origin in the much higher saturation pressure (Psat) of the
V3D3 monomer (Table 1). Indeed, with the aim of making fair
comparisons between the four monomers selected, identical
argon carrier gas ﬂows (15 L min−1) have been used with the
aim to investigate a similar PM/Psat ratio (approximated to be
equal to the ratio of the carrier gas ﬂow rate over the total ﬂow
rate). Therefore, the much higher Psat of V3D3 implies a much
higher partial pressure (PM) of this monomer that may either
be responsible of a partial quenching of the nanosecond

Figure 5. Voltage dependence of the absolute leakage current density
|Ji(V)| of the MIS devices with the ultrathin (d < 30 nm) AP-PiCVD
layers grown from V3N3, V4D4, and V4N4.

on thicker polymer layers are available in Figure S3. For all the
presented polymers layers, the experimental current−voltage
characteristics show a linear behavior indicating an ohmic
leakage current. The apparent increase of the measured current
around −20 V was attributed to a transient response when
abruptly applying the bias voltage at the beginning of the
measurement. Thus, the initial data points (V < −17 V) have
been disregarded for the analysis. The linear ﬁts of the
experimental current−voltage characteristics (solid lines in
Figure S3) reveal resistance values in a range of approximately

Figure 6. Ci versus frequency of all the as-deposited (a) pV3D3, (b) pV3N3, (c) pV4D4, and (d) pV4N4 layers with various thicknesses.
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discharges or promote the formation of smaller oligomers25
that could altered the dielectric resistance of the ﬁlms.
For each of the investigated monomers, the areal capacitance
(Ci) of all the as-deposited polymer layers was systematically
measured on three samples of diﬀerent thickness and plotted
with respect to the frequency (Figure 6). An abrupt drop of the
capacitance with vanishing capacitance in the high frequency
limit was observed for the pV3N3, pV4D4, and pV4N4 layers,
while the pV3D3 and pV3N3 (42 nm) layers show smaller
capacitance steps. Such capacitance steps might, for example,
be related to defects in the ﬁlms, parasitic capacitances, or a
dipole orientation lag of the molecule behind the alternating
electric ﬁeld, commonly termed the polarization eﬀect.4 The
pronounced high frequency drop of the capacitance down to
zero is instead attributed to the series resistance of the MIS
structure40 because the measured capacitance drops below the
minimum geometric capacitance C0 = ε0/dpolymer.
The real part of the dielectric constant (ε′ = k) of each
polymer layer was estimated from the relation
Ci =

their respective monomer (Tables S3−S6), whereas the
qualitative reduction (pV3D3 and pV3N3) or full disappearance (pV4D4 and pV4N4) of the absorbance peaks of vinyl
bond located at ca. 1600 cm−1 and ca. 3050 cm−1 suggests the
predominance of the free-radical polymerization pathway
(Figure 8 and Figure S5).
The strong absorbance peak corresponding to the cyclic
siloxane ring of V4D4 located at 1053 cm−1 is present in both
the spectra of the monomer and the polymer layer (Figure 8c).
The absence of broadening of this peak for the polymer layer is
consistent with the hypothesis that the AP-PiCVD process has
preserved the original cyclic siloxane ring of V4D4. Similarly,
the strong absorption peak observed in the both spectra of
V3D3 and the as-deposited pV3D3 layers at 997 cm−1
(corresponding to the Si−OSi tricyclosiloxane ring) points
out a fair retention of the tricyclosiloxane ring during the
deposition. However, the presence of a weak peak that can be
attributed to Si―O open cycle moieties can also be observed
around 1080 cm−1.41 Ring-opening of cyclic monomers is not
surprising and can be attributed to plasma-induced side
reactions. This can justify the higher dielectric constant of the
formed pV3D3 layers (3.6) compared to the one synthesized
5
by iCVD, i.e., kiCVD
pV3D3 = 2.2. On the other hand, FTIR suggests
a retention of the other groups in the pV3D3 layers, notably
the methyl and ethyl groups bonded to silicon (Figure S6).
The mono-, di-, or trisubstitution of the silicon atom with
oxygen, designated as “M”, “D”, and “T” conﬁgurations,
respectively, can be easily monitored from the Si−CH3
symmetric bending peak observed in the 1300−1240 cm−1
region (Figure S6). Shifting of this absorption peak toward
higher wavenumbers is indicative of a higher substitution of
carbon by oxygen atoms (Ox−Si−(CH3)4−x with x = 1, 2,
3).15,43 Despite the possible ring-opening of V3D3 during the
deposition process, the original D conﬁguration of the silicon
was retained. This result further conﬁrms the prevalence of the
free-radical polymerization reaction over the opening of the
V3D3 ring. To understand the reactivity diﬀerence between
the V3D3 and V4D4 in AP-PiCVD, DFT calculation of their
bond dissociation energies (BDE) was performed and pointed
out the weaker stability of the Si−O bonds of V3D3 (4.0 eV)
compared those of V4D4 (5.5 eV) (Figure S7). Thus, the
diﬀerences in energy of the Si−O bonds with the other single
σ-bonds in V4D4 are signiﬁcant (ΔBDE ≈ 1.5 eV) and suggest
a much lower sensitivity of the cyclotetrasiloxane ring to
plasma breakdown, while the cyclotrisiloxane ring is not
granted any protection due to the rather small diﬀerences in
energy with the other single σ-bonds present in V3D3 (ΔBDE
< 0.2 eV).
The FTIR spectra of the layers elaborated from V3N3 and
V4N4 both exhibit a broad peak between 930 and 1140 cm−1
(Figure 8b,d), which diﬀers from the sharp Si−N−Si peaks of
the silazane rings of their respective monomers observed at ca.
930−910 and 1005 cm−1 (Tables S4 and S6).37,44 Moreover,
the peaks related to the stretching and deformation of N−H at
3399 and 1155 cm −1, respectively, disappear. Such a
broadening or disappearance of the peaks is consistent with
the observation made for the pV3N3 and pV4N4 coatings
elaborated by iCVD.37 Moreover, these observations contrast
with the ones made for PECVD coatings where N−H bands
increase due to the disruption of the silazane rings.44
Nevertheless, the FTIR spectra of the layers elaborated from
V3N3 and V4N4 also strongly resemble the ones obtained for
pV3D3 and pV4D4 (Figure 8), and the enlargement of the Si−

′
ε0εpolymer
d polymer

(2)

where Ci was measured at 1 kHz for diﬀerent layer thicknesses
(Figure 7). It is noteworthy to underline that the Ci of all the

Figure 7. Estimation of the dielectric constant of the as-deposited
pV3D3, pV3N3, pV4D4, and pV4N4 layers.

synthesized layers was stable in the studied frequency range,
i.e., low frequencies. The siloxane layers exhibited the lowest
dielectric constant compared to the silazane ones, i.e., kpV3D3 =
3.6 ± 0.1 and kpV4D4 = 2.8 ± 0.1. It should be highlighted here
that the kpV4D4 value (2.8) is in accordance with the values
reported for the pV4D4 layers prepared from the low-pressureinitiated chemical vapor deposition method, i.e., k = 2.8 ±
0.1.41 On the other hand, the k values of the pV3N3 and
pV4N4 layers were evaluated to 4.2 ± 0.1 and 3.7 ± 0.1,
respectively. While the dense silicon dioxide (SiO2) has a kSiO2
= 4.0 ± 0.1,8 the silicon carbonitride (SiCxNy) has a kSiCxNy =
4.5−5.5.42 Consequently, the low dielectric constant (k < 4)39
of the pV3D3, pV4D4, and pV4N4 must stem from the ability
of the AP-PiCVD process to preserve the ring’s structure of the
selected monomers.
The FTIR spectra of the as-deposited polymer layers (Figure
8) conﬁrmed the assumption of the preservation of the ring’s
structure responsible for the low dielectric constants measured.
Indeed, all the polymer layers exhibit strong similarities with
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Figure 8. FTIR spectra of the AP-PiCVD layers synthesized from (a) V3D3, (b) V3N3, (c) V4D4, and (d) V4N4 and their respective monomers.

N−Si peaks between 930 and 1140 cm−1 could be related to
the formation of Si−O−Si bonds when operating under openatmosphere conditions. One should also mention the shift of
the Si−CH3 peak of the silazane-based coatings to higher
wavenumbers, i.e., from 1252 to 1257 cm−1, indicative of a
partial oxidation of silicon (Figure S6). Therefore, a
quantitative XPS analysis of the chemical composition of the
AP-PiCVD coatings was undertaken to evidence any
discrepancy between the expected and actual chemical
compositions of the ﬁlms. Unsurprisingly in view of their
FTIR spectra, the pV3D3 and pV4D4 layers exhibit an almost
perfect match with their expected chemical composition
(Table S7). On the other hand, XPS analysis of the layers
obtained from V3N3 and V4N4 reveals a drastic decrease of
the nitrogen content, from 20% expected to ca. 0.6−10%
measured, coupled with the incorporation of oxygen, ca. 19%
(Table S7). Hence, the broadening of the Si−N−Si peaks
observed in the FTIR spectra of the layers obtained from the
silazane monomers can be attributed to the oxidation of silicon

and the formation of Si−O bonds, in accordance with previous
PECVD studies.45
It is noteworthy to highlight that for all the investigated
monomers the formation and incorporation of −OH groups
was not detected in the AP-PiCVD coatings. Indeed, the
presence of a hydroxyl group was not observed by FTIR,
neither at 3500 cm−1 nor at 920−830 cm−1.15 This aspect is
important for the targeted application since the sorption of
water in the dielectric layer should be avoided because the
inclusion of such highly polarizable bonds −OH would lead to
an increase in the resulting k value. Overall, the lower bond
polarizability of the siloxane compounds and the larger and
more stable ring of V4D4 make it the monomer of choice to
grow ultrathin low-k polymer insulating layers by AP-PiCVD.
Such ﬁndings could considerably simplify the elaboration of
microelectronic devices.
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Atomically smooth, conformal, and ultrathin low-k polymer
insulating layers were successfully deposited from a straightforward atmospheric-pressure gas phase approach based on
ultrashort plasma pulses. The polymer layers, prepared from
various cyclic organosilicon monomers (V3N3, V4D4, and
V4N4), showed excellent insulating properties with a leakage
current density of 10−9 A cm−2 for layers as thin as 12 nm.
These excellent insulating properties have been attributed to
the pinhole and defect-free nature of the organosilicon ﬁlms.
The ability to vary the dielectric constant of the resulting
polymer layers was achieved by varying the polarizability of the
monomer bonds, i.e., siloxane and silazane, as well as the
monomer ring size. Particularly, the cyclic siloxane layers
exhibited lower dielectric constant values (kpV3D3 = 3.6 and
kpV4D4 = 2.8) compared to the cyclic silazane layers (kpV3N3 =
4.2 and kpV4N4 = 3.7) due to the lower polarizability of the
siloxane bonds. The retention of the ring structure in APPiCVD allowed the synthesis of polymer layers bearing a
constitutive porosity, with the layers elaborated from the larger
siloxane ring (V4D4) possessing the lowest dielectric constant
values (kpV4D4 = 2.8).
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